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Abstract 

Kerala Migration becomes a socio-economic phenomenon  of Kerala. The peasant farmers in the central 

region of called Travancore have massively moved to the northern region of Kerala called Malabar in 

1920s and continued till 1960s. Migration opens opportunities, but they also pose problems like economic, 

cultural demographic and environmental. The present study examines the environmental impacts of 

peasant migration from Travancore to Malabar on the rural economy of the region  of destination in a 

historical perspective. 
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1. Introduction 

 Migration1 has been a social phenomenon  in every living society.   

People used to move from one place to another with the expectation for 

higher economic and livelihood achievements.   Men usually move out of 

their normal place of residence to seek better fortune else where.   In the 
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past, massive exodus of people occurred on various occasions for military 

aggressions, political oppressions or religious persecutions.  But in the 

modern period people used to migrate, by and large for socio-economic 

reasons.   Migration has had far reaching consequences, not only on the 

migrant populace, but also on the economy and society at large of its origin 

and destination. 

 Kerala, the southern most state in India, has been witnessing massive 

migration of its population to the developed nations in the West and to the 

oil rich countries of the Middle East over the years.   We are not confining 

the migration process to movements out  of  the country as large segment of 

the people were moving to other places within the country as well for 

numerous reasons. Migration has also been taking place within the state 

from one region to another.  Such movements seem to have begun in the 

state of Kerala in 1920s and continued till the end of 1960s.   The present 

study is about the movement of people that occurred in Kerala during the 

early period of the 20th century and their influences on its rural  economy 

with a changing dimension of ecology and environment 

 Kerala unfolds the unique history of immigrants over centuries.  The 

Jews, the Arabs, the Christians, the Konkanis, the Tamil Brahmines and a 

host of others came and occupied Kerala from time to time.   Similarly 

Keralites were moving out of the state to different parts of India and also of 

the world in search of employment.   Simultaneously, the peasant farmers in 

the former princely state of Travancore have also massively migrated to the 

different parts of Kerala. 

 

2. The Problem 

 Migration becomes a socio-economic phenomenon of Kerala.  The 

peasant farmers in the central region of Kerala called Travancore  have 
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massively moved to the northern region called Malabar in 1920s and the 

exodus continued till 1960s.  Migration opens opportunities, but they also 

pose problems:  the economic, cultural, demographic and 

ecological/environmental.   The present study aims at examining the 

environmental and ecological consequences  of peasant migration from 

Travancore to Malabar on the rural economy and society of the region of 

destination in a historical perspective. 

 

3. The Review 

 There are only limited studies on migration from Travancore to 

Malabar in Kerala, but any of them hardly discusses the ecological 

implications of migration on the economy and society of Kerala. 

 Tharakan (1977) examines the causes of  migration from Travancore 

to Malabar by underlining the impact of population pressure on agricultural 

land, Christian way of inheritance, fragmentation of property, etc. In another 

study  Tharakan (1981) examines the demographic scenario of Travancore 

and Malabar in the wake of the peasant migration during the period between 

1930 and 1950.  Joseph(1988) analyses the  consequential impact of 

migration on economic development of Kerala after examining the socio- 

economic characteristics of migration. Panoor (1989) discusses the 

annihilation  of tribal communities as a result of peasant migration from  

Travancore to Malabar.  He contends that the migration of christian 

community from Travancore to Malabar invariably destroyed the very basis 

of the tribal economy.   He argues that migrant settlers were mainly 

responsible for land alienation of the tribal communities who are in fact 

uprooted  from their traditional culture and settlement. 

 The migration of peasantry from Travancore to Malabar in Kerala 

helped the latter region ie, Malabar in many ways2. Nevertheless, it posed 
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many environmental and ecological problems as well. Since no serious study 

of the environmental consequences of migration have so far been made the 

present study aims at filling this lacunae. 

 

4. Hypotheses 

   * As the peasants from Travancore came and settled in the large scale 

forest areas, it caused to reduce the area of land under forest.  Migration 

caused to the wide spread transformation of thick forests into agricultural 

fields, which necessarily changed the climatic situation in the region of 

Malabar. 

   * The settlers were mainly interested in cultivating plantation crops 

such as rubber, pepper tea, coffee, ginger, etc.,.   Widespread cultivation of 

rubber in the humid areas and also the unprecedented expansion of rubber 

plantations over the paddy fields and other humid areas, caused to dry up the 

land and to deplete the natural water logging systems.  The end result is the 

wide spread drought during summer seasons which was unknown to the 

natives in the distant past. 

   * Migration resulted in the large scale deforestation that led to the 

severe ecological imbalances in the region of Malabar and resultantly soil 

erosion becomes severe. 

   * The near total deforestation of the region of Malabar resulted in the 

loss of vegetation cover providing insulation to the soil surface.  It caused to 

increase the amplitude of fluctuations of the temperature of the soil and the 

lower layer of atmosphere and removed soil organic content through 

speeding up of oxidation. 

   * The migration of peasants of Travancore to Malabar adversely 

affected the life and livelihood of tribals in the region.  The Adivasis, the 
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indigenous people, who were the real owners of land become the refugees in 

their own land:  As the migrants grabbed their lands they lost their 

livelihoods.  Adivasis become landless poor.  Adivasis were uprooted from 

their traditional cultures and settlements as their ancestral lands were 

alienated from them. 

 

5. Methodology. 

 In order to assert the impact of migration on ecology and 

environment, a survey is conducted in field centres.  The study is designed to 

gather information about the climatic change, nature of soil, cropping 

pattern, water sources and cultivating system from the indigenous people 

and also from the migrant settlers. 

 The major settlement regions in Malabar are identified for field 

survey.  They are Kottiyoor, Aralam, Kudianmala and Paisakkari in Kannur 

district, the tribal belt in Wayanad district and the settlement colonies in 

Kozhikode and Palghat districts. 

 

6.  The Context. 

 The present state of Kerala formed in 1956 by joining together the 

former princely states of Travancore and Cochin and the erstwhile Malabar 

district of the Madras Presidency.  Travancore is lying in the southern part of 

Kerala and Malabar is situated in the northern tip of the state.  Though they 

had separate political entities all the three regions have the same 

topographical and climatic conditions.  The people in these three regions are 

speaking the common language Malayalam.  Agriculture forms the mainstay 

of the people in the regions. 
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 Though  there we re such similarities the class composition of the 

agrarian populace shows wide variations as between Travancore and 

Malabar.  In Tranvancore region of Kerala, the majority of the agricultural 

population were owner cultivators.  But in the region of Malabar tenant 

farmers and agricultural labourers formed the major chunk of the 

agricultural population. 

 The peasant migration form Travancore to Malabar exhibited certain 

peculiar characteristics. 

 1. The peasants in Travancore migrated to Malabar with a voluntary  

     mind. 

 2. The migrant farmers settled down in sub-mountainous regions of  

     Malabar. 

 3. The migrant farmers were rich enough to invest in agricultural 

operations as they were having, ample money with them by selling their     

tiny plots in their native place. 

 4. The migrant farmers were hailing from the higher strata of society, 

and not belonged to the lower strata. 

 5. The peasant immigrates were interested to cultivate cash crops 

rather than food crops in abundance as the former fetches higher returns  

    for their produces. 
 
 

7. Migration in Kerala: A Historical  Outline. 

    The peasant migration from Travancore to Malabar began in thevearly 

years of 1920s. the peasants moved from Travancore to Malabar in search of 

cultivable wastelands to earn their livelihoods.  The migratory movement  of 

the peasantry in Kerala was similar to that of the movement of farmers from 

Bengal to Assam in the early  periods of the 20 th century. The peasants who 
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moved and settled down in Malabar with their families possessed capitals of 

their own for  investments in agricultural operations.( Joseph,2005:109) 

    A class of peasantry had emerged in Travancore towards the end of the 19 

th century for a series of reforms initiated by the rulers , among which the 

Pattom Proclamation of 1865 was the prominent. Prior to that the entire land 

in travancore was owned by Princely state called  Sirkar known as 

PandaravakaPattom , under which the cultivating tenants had to pay rent to 

the Sirkar . though the tenants were vested with  the ownership of land, they 

could hardly sell  or alienate the land. It was the Pattom Proclamation of 

1865 by the Travancore Government that conferred full proprietary rights  to 

the tenants. Subsequently the tenants who cultivate the lands owned by 

temples or landlords were given full proprietary rights ,which enabled them 

to buy and sell lands at their and pleasure. Farmers were also provided with 

incentives to cultivate wastelands and riverbeds called porompoke lands . 

Resultantly, a class of enriched peasantry , who were able to invest their 

economic surplus for farming operations emerged in Travancore..With 

greater inclination  towards reinvesting in agriculture , the peasant farmers 

tended to move out from Travancore to elsewhere , where lands were 

available in abundance for cultivation. They found Malabar a suitable 

destination. 

    As the entire area of cultivable wastelands in Travancore were exhausted 

by 1930, the peasant farmers individually and /or  collectively moved 

towards Malabar ,where surplus lands were available in lump sum.( see 

Table I).  

     It is worth mentioning that in the region of Malabar , which became the 

part of erstwhile Madras Presidency under colonial rule, the existing land 

relations were of unique character. In Malabar the land was owned by the 

non-cultivating landlords called jenmies. The land owned by the jenmies 
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were called jenmom lands. The jenmies used to lend  lands to the cultivating 

tenants on renewable rent by every 12 years without transferring the 

ownership rights . Since the tenants were not  having any proprietary rights , 

they could be evicted at any time by the jenmies on flimsy reasons. The 

security of tenure  for the cultivating tenants was conspicuously absent in 

Malabar.(Raghavan,1991). Because of the peculiar land tenure system 

prevailed in Malabar, the migrant farmers could acquire the cultivable waste 

lands from jenmies on lease at the first instance and later on the ownerships 

were vested on them as per the Kerala Land Reforms act of 1960. The 

migrant farmers were able to acquire hundreds of thousands of acres of land  

for a meager amount of rent on verbal agreement called vakkalcharth during 

the early periods of migration (Sebastian,2002). The ordinary settlers used to 

purchase land by giving a nominal amount to the agent of the landlord 

(jenmi) called karyasthan. Most of the lands were the forest clearings called 

elambakkade.  

     The early settlers confined their farming operations at Kuttiadi, Peravoor 

and Kolayad in Kannur district ; Mannarkad in Palghat district; Bandadukka, 

Thomapuram, and  Rajapuram  in Kasargod district; Tamarassery, 

Kuluthuvayal and Thiruvampady in Calicut district; and Mananthawady and 

Pulpally in Wayanad district. Later on the migrants spread over all parets of 

Malabar. The peasantry who migrated to Malabar were mainly from 

Meenachil, Moovattupuzha and Thodupuzha taluks in Travancore, where 

chreistian populations dominated. 

     The migrant farmers used to build temporary house sheds for living and 

the acquired lands, mainly semi-forest lands called elambakkadu, were put 

under cultivation and later on they began to peep into forestlands for further 

clearings for plantation cultivation. Thus the process of deforestation  has 

begun. The rich peasantry were able to acquire huge acres of land for 
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plantation and they used to cultivate the commercial crops such as pepper, 

ginger and rubber. The migrant cultivators  encroached forest lands to 

enlarge  their plantations.  The migrant farmers also acquired tribal lands in 

lump sum by hardly paying anything or by paying little amounts  that caused 

much hardships to the tribal populace. In fact, the tribals , the prime owners 

of the forest lands  were evacuated from their ancestral lands by the migrant 

farmers. 

8. The Ecological Consequences of Migration.  

    The migration of peasantry from Travancore to Malabar in Kerala helped 

the latter region ie, Malabar in many ways2. Nevertheless, it posed many 

environmental and ecological problems as well.  The plantation activities of 

the migrant farmers in the hilly tracts and valleys in Malabar with the 

extensive  cropping of rubber affected adversely the ecological imbalances  

by  depleting ground water peripherals   causing  widespread drought , 

which was nowhere in hearing  in the environmental history of Kerala over 

centuries. The humid climate and lush vegetation and the unique biodiversity 

in Malabar  began to become a thing of past. The watershed system where 

the perennial streams and rivulets were rich in all through the  years became 

dry or unfound in and around the rubber plantation areas. 

      Increasing cultivation of rubber caused to transform the wetlands into 

dry lands , for the peculiar pattern of rubber growing systems. The rubber 

plants extract all the under ground waters and caused to make the nearby 

lands dry. The ground water became depleted in all parts of Malabar where 

there are extensive rubber plantations. Even the marshy lands, where paddy 

were growing in abundance in the past ,are dried up on rubber cultivation. 

Besides,    the larger encroachment of forest lands by the migrant farmers 

caused for larger deforestation leading to large scale soil erosion. The 

opening up of thick forest lands for plantation crops made soil erosion a 
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permanent feature. Large scale felling of trees and the resultant decrease of 

forest lands  were an important impact of migration in Kerala. (See Table II). 

    As the migrant population began to increase in numbers with a 

comparatively high economic achievements, the construction activities were 

booming by length and width and the sand mining in all the rivers became  a 

practice in all parts of Malabar. Resultantly, all the rivers are  found dried  

during summers. 

    Severe droughts  that have been  witnessed in the State in recent pasts 

were the result of the unprecedented expansion of rubber cultivations which 

was the legacy of migration in Kerala. Resultantly , paucity of drinking 

water an became acute problem in Kerala.  

     Migration affected adversely the lives and livelihoods of the indigenous 

people-called  the adivasis. The tribals ,who were the real owners of the 

forest lands were really uprooted from their ancestral lands. Their sources of 

livelihoods were grabbed through the illegal means or clandestine methods 

by the migrant farmers, who became their masters there on as the employers. 

The purchasers, the intermediaries, the money lenders and the land grabbers 

exploit the indigenous people by unscrupulous means. The migrant 

encroachment of the tribal lands for the farmers’ settlement resulted in 

widespread alienation of the tribal people damaging their existence even. 

The uproot of tribals from their promised land is  one of the important 

impacts of migration in Kerala. 

9. Conclusion.    

    The migration of the  peasant community from Travancore to Malabar  

assumed greater significance in the contemporary history of Kerala. It 

changed the entire socio-cultural and economic landscape of modern Kerala. 

It necessarily reinvented the development potentials of the resourceful, 

though economically backward region of colonial Malabar. Despite 
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economic development and social and cultural advancement, migration . had 

adversely affected the ecological balances and the environmental systems of 

far reaching consequences in the region of Malabar .  

    The following are the major ecological impacts of migration in Kerala. 

* As the peasants from Travancore came and settled in the large scale 

forest areas, it caused to reduce the area of land under forest.  Migration 

caused to the wide spread transformation of thick forests into agricultural 

fields, which necessarily changed the climatic situation in the region of 

Malabar. 

   * The settlers were mainly interested in cultivating plantation crops 

such as rubber, pepper tea, coffee, ginger, etc.,.   Widespread cultivation of 

rubber in the humid areas and also the unprecedented expansion of rubber 

plantations over the paddy fields and other humid areas, caused to dry up the 

land and to deplete the natural water logging systems.  The end result is the 

wide spread drought during summer seasons which was unknown to the 

natives in the distant past. 

   * Migration resulted in the large scale deforestation that led to the 

severe ecological imbalances in the region of Malabar and resultantly soil 

erosion becomes severe. 

   * The near total deforestation of the region of Malabar resulted in the 

loss of vegetation cover providing insulation to the soil surface.   

   * The migration of peasants of Travancore to Malabar adversely 

affected the lives  and livelihoods of the tribal people in the region.  The 

Adivasis, the indigenous people, who were the real owners of land became 

the refugees in their own land:  As the migrants grabbed their lands they lost 

their livelihoods.  Adivasis become landless poor.  Adivasis were uprooted 
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from their traditional cultures and settlements as their ancestral lands were 

alienated from them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table I 

Area of Wasteland available for Cultivation in Malabar  in 1925-26     

(Acres) 

Name of the Taluk               Total Areas          Cultivated        Cultivable 

                                                                               Area            wastelands 

Calicut                                   242477                   107222            127880 

Kurumbanad                          323456                   215240              44204 

Valluvanad                             562045                   191352             138071 

Ernad                                     618496                    189923             192375 

Palghat                                   411539                     200548             22371 
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Chirakkal                               436271                     166608             126705 

Kottayam                               308032                      109865              83068 

Wayanad                                525568                       78927              259634 

Total                                     3227884                     1259685            994344 

Source: K N Krishna Swamy Aiyyar, Statistical Abstract to the District 

Gazetteer of Malabar, Madras,1933:38 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table II 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Forest Area lost Between 1940-1970  in the Districts of Cannanore, 

Calicut and Palghat ( Area in Sq. k.m). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Particulars                         Cannanore                Calicut                  Palghat 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. for Agriculture 

and Habitation and     350                           340                        325 

Encroachment 
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2. For settlement of 

Hill tribes, Colny        43                                50                          50 

3. reservoirs and  

irrigation                       --                                15                          50 

4. Rubber, Coffee 

And other plantations    220                          302                         214 

Source:  Forest Resources of Kerala: A Quantitative Assessment, 

Government of Kerala,  Forest Dept, Trivandrum,1973:51,Table.32 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

1. For a detailed account of meaning and terminological explanations 

of the term ‘migration’ see Upreti (1981), Connell etal, (1976), 

U.N. (1984), Rao (1981), Zacharia (1964). 

2. For a detailed analysis of the impact of migration on economic 

development of Kerala see Joseph (1988) 
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